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Finishing Drosophila mojavensis Fosmid Clone 485-B16
Abstract
With the sequences of so many organisms’ genomes finished and available for
use, comparative genomics has become a rapidly growing scientific discipline. In the
spring of 2007, we plan to use comparative genomics to study the 4th chromosome (the
‘dot’ chromosome) of Drosophila by comparing the sequence of the Drosophila
mojavensis dot chromosome to the sequences of the Drosophila melanogaster and
Drosophila virilis dot chromosomes. Although this chromosome appears to be mainly
heterochromatic in D. melanogaster and euchromatic in D. virilis, Slawson et. al showed
that it contains genes. We hope to learn about the D. mojavensis dot chromosome from
sequence comparisons, but first the sequence of the D. mojavensis dot chromosome must
be finished. This paper describes the first step in the comparative genomics work to be
accomplished in the spring of 2007, the finishing of a D. mojavensis dot chromosome
fosmid to mouse standard.
Beginning
When I first received the Consed assembly of fosmid 485-B16, four separate
contigs appeared in Assembly View, and two more were present in the contig list of the
Consed Main Window. However, the two that were not in Assembly View, contigs 1 and
2, contained only two and three reads each, while the smallest number of reads for any
contig present in Assembly View was 44. Therefore, contigs 1 and 2 did not have
enough coverage to be part of the assembly. Furthermore, usually contigs that are
important for final assembly of a fosmid are over 2kb, but contigs 1 and 2 are only 1516
and 934 base pairs, respectively. Because of this, contigs 1 and 2 were ignored in the
finishing process. Therefore, to successfully finish this fosmid, contigs 3-6 would need
to be arranged in the correct order and orientation with the fosmid ends identified. The
gaps between them would then need to be closed so the contigs could be joined and
regions of low quality sequence would need to be resolved.

Figure 1:
Assembly View of
initial assembly

To begin the process of finishing this fosmid, I first found the ends of the fosmid
by searching for reads containing ‘390252.’ The reactions designed to cover the ends of
the clone, into the vector, were labeled 39025200B16.b1 and g1. The results of this
search suggested that the ends of contigs 4 and 6 were the clone ends. However, the
sequencing reactions had not extended far enough to sequence any of the vector, so I was
unable to identify any actual vector sequence.
Figure 2: Aligned
Reads windows for
contigs 6 and 4 showing
the left and right ends of
the clone, respectively

The original assembly also displayed contigs 6 and 3 in complemented orientation
(shown by the ‘c’ after their number in Assembly View), meaning that they were shown
in the 3’-5’ direction while the other two contigs were in the forward 5’-3’ orientation. I
wanted all of the contigs to be in the same orientation (5’-3’) for assembly, so I
reoriented contigs 3 and 6 using the ‘contig rearrangement’ button. The presence of
forward-reverse paired reads between contigs 6 and 5 and between contigs 3 and 4, in
addition to the knowledge of where the vector ends were located, led me to conclude that
the contigs should be arranged in the following order: 6, 5, 3, 4. To obtain this order, I
flipped the scaffold for contigs 3 and 4, resulting in the Assembly View shown below.

Figure 3:
Arrangement of
contigs after
reorientation

Closing Gaps
The next goal I set out to accomplish to finish my fosmid to mouse standard was
to close the gaps between the contigs. My first attempt used the ‘search for string’
command to try to find sequence matches at the ends of the contigs flanking the gaps.
This, however, was unsuccessful, and I realized that I needed more data to cover the
gaps. I planned to design oligonucleotides for reactions off the ends of each contig in the
direction of its neighboring contig. For the first round of reactions, I was able to order
reactions off both ends of contig 5 as well as off the ends of 6 and 3 that border contig 5.
Because I knew these were difficult regions to sequence (since they didn’t sequence well
in any of the reactions that had already been done), I chose to use 4:1 chemistry in hopes
that the combined benefits of both dGTP and Big Dye chemistries would be able to
resolve these regions. The gap between contigs 3 and 4, however, was problematic. The
presence of many repeats at the end of each contig flanking the gap made it very difficult
to find a primer on contig 3 that did not match anywhere on contig 4. I decided that it
would be best to design a PCR reaction to generate a template of the region spanning the
gap, and then sequence this fragment. By amplifying this region, I could be sure that the
primer would not sequence a different region flanked by the repeat on contig 3 or 4
because the amplified region would only contain one copy of the repeat, which would
then be used to prime the sequencing reaction. Because I thought this region could only
be resolved with a PCR-generated template, I did not design primers for sequencing
reactions to close this gap in the first round.

Figure 4: Assembly
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shared between
contigs 3 and 4

When the data was available from the first round of sequencing reactions, I ran
Phred/Phrap on my assembly, which allowed the reads from the reactions to be
automatically incorporated into the assembly. The reactions to span the 6-5 gap provided
me with a significant amount of data, but not enough to close the gap. Therefore, I
designed another set of primers on the new ends of both contigs 6 and 5 for the second
(and final) round of reactions. The reactions off the ends of contigs 5 and 3 designed to
close the 5-3 gap were unsuccessful and did not provide me with any additional data.
After analyzing the 5-3 gap ends with the help of a professional finisher, it was
determined that the presence of repeats and a region of high ‘A’ concentration could be
making this region hard to resolve. Therefore, I again decided that a PCR reaction to
generate a specific template would be the best strategy to close this gap.
Figure 5: ‘A’
repeats at the end
of contig 5

Due to a technical difficulty, what would have been my second of three reaction
orders was not successfully submitted through the pipeline. Therefore, I called all of my
reactions in two orders. Furthermore, a miscommunication and the slowness of the PCR
pipeline prevented me from ordering the PCR reactions to close the 5-3 and 3-4 gaps.
Consequently, for my second and final round of sequencing reactions, I designed multiple
primers on the ends of each contig flanking a gap for sequencing reactions, even though it
was unlikely that they would work. I ordered these reactions with both BigDye and
dGTP chemistries to lessen the chance that a reaction would fail just because of a
chemistry problem.
After data was obtained from this second round of reactions I again ran
Phred/Phrap on my assembly. Data from these reactions succeeded in closing the gap
between contigs 6 and 5, but no additional sequence was generated off the ends of the
contigs into the 5-3 and 3-4 gaps. The primers used for these reactions, which were
chosen with relaxed primer picking preferences, were so far from the ends of the contigs
that it was not surprising that they did not provide any more sequence off the contig ends.
Therefore, without data from PCR products, two of the three original gaps remain. I did,

however, design PCR primers for the professional finishers to use when completing this
project.
I spent a great deal of time analyzing the restriction digest data after ordering the
first round of reactions. Looking back, it would have made more sense to look at this
data earlier so that I would have known the approximate size of the gaps when I started
trying to close them. However, in my project, the presence of repeats suggested the need
for a PCR-generated template in these regions, so inverting the order of action for this
project did not affect the final outcome. The restriction digest data after the first round
of reactions showed the gap between contigs 6 and 5 to be very small, as is evident by the
similarity in size between the in-silico and real digest fragments in the figure below.
Therefore, I hoped that another round of reactions would cover the region. However, the
situation wasn’t as hopeful for the other two gaps. For the gap between contigs 3 and 4,
the difference between the real and in-silico fragment sizes suggested that the gap was
around 500-700 base pairs. Since it was difficult to find good primers in the region, and
most of them were 700bp or more from the gap, it appeared unlikely that direct
sequencing reactions would be able to cover the gap. A PCR template is clearly the best
choice for resolving this region. The largest of the three gaps, however, was that between
contigs 5 and 3. Looking at the restriction digests, it was difficult to estimate, but when
the fragments corresponding to the end of contig 5 and beginning of contig 3 were
compared to each other, the gap appeared to be around a kb in size. As with the 3-4 gap,
good primers close to the ends of the contigs would make covering the region simpler (a
good sequencing reaction can read up to 700 base pairs). However, lack of these ideal
primers again leads me to conclude that a PCR template would be the best option for
finishing this gap.
Figure 6: Restriction
Digest Data
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Low Quality and other Regions of Interest
I also spent time trying to resolve low quality, single stranded, and single
subclone regions. After the first round of reactions, I went through the new reads I’d
obtained and decided to reorder some using the same primers with different chemistries,

as in the case shown below. The primer for this reaction clearly annealed well, as shown
by the strong peaks for the first few bases, but the sequencing reaction failed to generate
much data. For the first round of reactions, I ordered Big Dye chemistry to cover all low
quality regions. When reusing primers, I chose dGTP chemistry in hopes that it would be
able to overcome the problems that prevented Big Dye from sequencing effectively. In
the second round, I ordered many reactions with both chemistries anticipating that if one
didn’t work the other might. For many low quality regions I had to relax the primer
picking preferences in order to obtain primers reasonably close to the region of interest.
By relaxing these preferences, I allowed a greater range of melting temperatures and a
higher percent match elsewhere. I performed ‘search for string’ with the first 10 bases of
each primer to ensure that it didn’t have an exact match somewhere else in the assembly.
Figure 7: The oligo for this
reaction primed properly, but
the reaction failed, suggesting
a problem with the chemistry.

I also designed primers for sequencing reactions to cover the ends of contigs 6
and 4 that went into the vector. After the second round of reactions, I had data showing
clear vector ends, which I tagged to mark the ends of my clone. Consed recognized the
vector sequence and called the bases x’s. I did ‘search for string’ to look for any other
bases in the assembly that Consed may have called ‘x,’ but they were only present in the
vector sequence.

Figure 8: Vector at
end of contig 4

Figure 9: Vector at
end of contig 6, which
became part of 5 when
they joined

Mononucleotide regions are areas of concern as well because it’s much easier for
Phred/Phrap to miscall them, and flanking regions may be affected. I searched for
regions containing 15 or more C’s or A’s in a row, and found two runs of A’s. Traces
from both regions, however, had high quality peaks both through and flanking the
mononucleotide region. I would be concerned about such regions if the traces all looked
like the second of the traces shown below because it is not of very high quality.

Figure 10:
Mononucleotide
region on contig
5; above, a
trace with high
confidence;
below, a low
quality trace.

Sometimes Phred/Phrap calls a base with very high confidence that doesn’t match
the consensus sequence. These ‘high quality discrepancies’ are important to resolve in an
assembly when trying to achieve mouse standard. I found one high quality discrepancy
before ordering any reactions, and another after obtaining all of my new reads. The first,
shown below, was a triple ‘T’ peak. Phred/Phrap called 3 T’s because of the shape of the
peak, but from looking at the distance from the left side of the first peak to the right side
of the third, I was able to determine that there was not enough space for more than two
full base peaks. Therefore, I changed the third T to a * (pad) so that this read would only
show 2 T’s in a row, as does the consensus. The second high quality discrepancy was
from one of my new reads in which a pad was called at an A position in the consensus
sequence. When I looked at the trace, I could see the A peak partially hidden behind a C
peak.

Figure 11: High
quality discrepancy
on contig 5

Finally, I searched for bases that hadn’t been called and were marked with an ‘N.’
There was only one of these in the assembly, and by looking at the trace, I could clearly
see a ‘C’ peak. This was the last locus to be resolved without needing additional data.
Since many of the reactions called did not generate new data, there are still many low
quality and single stranded/single subclone regions in the assembly that need additional
sequencing to be resolved.
Autofinish
The high frequency of repeats in this assembly made designing primers very
difficult. I looked at the primers Autofinish had designed after two rounds of reactions. It
would have been better to do this after the first round of reactions, so that I could have
used primers from Autofinish that I had not picked myself for the second round of
reactions. About half of the primers Autofinish designed were identical to ones I had
made. Most of the other primers Autofinish made were in the same region as primers I
had made and in the same direction, so I assume they were designed to resolve the same
region. There was one single stranded region for which Autofinish had designed a
primer, which I never tried to resolve because there were so many high quality reads
available (although they were all from the same strand). An additional location where
Autofinish designed a primer and I didn’t, but should have, was for a single
stranded/single chemistry/single subclone region on contig 5. Overlooking this region
that Autofinish tried to resolve is one example of why I should have looked at Autofinish
earlier. Since so many of my reactions didn’t work, it would have been wise to try
Autofinish’s primers for some of the regions I was having trouble resolving with different
primers.
Figure 12: Autofinish
designed a primer to
resolve this region, but I
didn’t try to resolve it
because the quality was
already >Phred30.

Figure 13: I missed

Conclusion

this region when
designing reactions, but
it clearly needs more
reactions for higher
confidence. I added a
‘data needed tag’

Had I been able to obtain PCR templates and order three rounds of reactions, I
believe I would have been able to successfully finish my fosmid. However, in addition to
missing out on opportunities to order reactions, I did make a number of mistakes that I
would try to avoid if I find myself finishing a fosmid again. First, I would look at

Autofinish earlier in the process of finishing. Second, I wouldn’t wait so long to consult
the results of the restriction digest. Finally, I would spend more time designing reactions
to cover the low quality regions. The high number of failed reactions, which should be
anticipated, prevented me from adequately covering these regions.

Figure 14:
Final assembly
in Assembly
View
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